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AMERICAN ACADEMV OF AUDIOLOGV CONVENTION

Holding the 'Celebrate 

Audiology' party am ongst 

the booths, ensured a 

busy hour for exhibitors.

A TOUR OF THE HEARING
instrument manufacturers

Whilst still the largest gathering of hearing care professionals 

and industry representatives, AudiologyNOW! 2014 had 

fewer exhibitors than previous years, and those tha t were 

exhibiting had smaller booths. Connectivity was this year's 

buzz; some manufacturers were talking abou t 'M ade 

for iPhone' (MFi), others were interested in 'm ade for all 

phones'! There were several different approaches on display.

Bernafon

Previously launched at the EUHA German congress, 

this was the first American outing for the Carista 5 and 3 

product families, along with the new SoundGate 2, Phone 

Adapter 2 and TV Adapter 2, the wireless connectivity 

devices. Many of the features of the Acriva high-end 

products have cascaded down into the Carista 5 and 3. 

Carista uses the Audio Efficiency™ technology developed 

in Switzerland, which includes features such as Adaptive 

Noise Reduction Plus, for efficient and impressive noise 

suppression technology, and REMfit, for a rapid, precise, 

and individual hearing instrument fitting.

Bernafon’s wireless connectivity devices connect the 

hearing impaired to mobile and landline telephones,

By Victoria Adshead

victoria. adshead@edpsante. org 

Photos: Victoria Adshead

TVs, computers, GPS systems and MP3 players. Audio 

signals are transmitted wirelessly to the Carista hearing 

aids, using SoundGate 2 as a wireless bridge. Benefits for 

customers using Soundgate 2 include an improved SNR 

which ensures greater audibility; an integrated telecoil for 

use in theatres and other public places and an extended 

rechargeable battery life in the Soundgate 2.

The Carista 5 and 3 product families are available as 

4 BTE models and 6 ITEs, in a range of colour options.

Hansaton

This was the firs t Am erican outing fo r the new, 4th 

generation, XearA chip set that was launched at the German 

congress in 2013. Since launch, Hansaton has also added 

the XearA ITE, “The latest ITE custom instrument represents 

a major step forward for hearing instruments in terms of 

both form and function. It is almost invisible and extremely 

comfortable, with the best of 21st century technology 

inside.” said Robert Eastman, Hansaton USA President.

The XearA ITE has many of the features of the BTE model, 

including Conversation Lift to improve speech intelligibility
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Bernafon w ith a much sm aller exhibit. German m anufacturer Hansaton. President of Oticon Inc., Peer Lauritsen, celebrated 40 years in 

the industry w ith a cake and fizz on the Oticon booth.

in noise. The feature works by using an adaptive directional 

microphone system with a noise suppression algorithm. 

Sound Restore is a frequency compression algorithm 

that remaps high-frequency sounds into an audible range 

to enhance speech intelligibility for severe-to-profound 

wearers. Amongst many other features the XearA also has 

Bi-Com wireless which provides Bluetooth to many sound 

sources. “The device has remarkable signal processing 

capability, which restores a level of speech clarity that many 

people feel they've lost forever,” said Jerry Yanz, Director 

of Audiology, Hansaton USA. “Whether you’re having a 

quiet conversation, driving or eating in a noisy restaurant, 

the custom ITE or AQ rechargeable with XearA technology 

provides a hassle-free, pleasurable hearing experience.” 

The custom ITE is available in full shell, canal, CIC and 

CIC power models. The AQ rechargeables are in full 

shell and canal models.

Oticon

The last 12 months have been good for Oticon. They have 

completed the launch of all technology levels on the Inium 

platform (Alta, Nera and Ria) and have ensured that their 

ConnectLine accessories can now be used with iPhones. 

“ It has been good,” said Soren Nielsen, President of 

Oticon, “The world is having ups and downs and we are 

having our ups and downs in markets that are changing 

rapidly with reimbursement. But in general we are fine and 

focused on serving independent dispensers.”

Talking about the show, Nielsen said, “We have two 

major themes at the convention this year. First of all 

we gave added to our connectivity world, a ‘Made for 

iPhone’ so lution. This means that our connectiv ity 

solution -  ConnectLine -  is now fully integrated with 

Apple ’s product range. We have managed to make it 

in a way that we have it for all wireless hearing aids. 

Any person that has an Oticon wireless device over the 

last 7 years can upgrade to these accessories. It also 

makes it possible to apply any style and any price point.” 

Nielsen concluded, “ It is widely available for any kind of 

user, independent of price and style preference.”

The other theme on the Oticon booth was Brain Hearing. 

“Brain Hearing is a way to explain the core of our philosophy 

and how our hearing aids are designed. We have always

done a lot to make sure we don’t use a lot of power in the 

hearing aids. We do that because we do a lot of signal 

processing and our signal processing is based on the reality 

that it is the brain that is hearing”, Nielsen explained. With 

Brain Hearing, Oticon state they are thinking brain first, 

aiming to help the brain make sense of the sound it receives 

from the ears. This is opposed to what Oticon describe as 

the conventional industry mindset of Ear Hearing, where 

technology looks to compensate for damage in the ear. 

“Then we bring our third tier of our portfolio,” Nielsen 

said. “Ria is not a major issue for the US market, they 

focus more on high and mid-level products. In Europe, 

Australia, countries with governm ent co-payments, 

these types of products are popular.”

Asked about patients having to use a ‘relay’ device - the 

Streamer Pro - to connect Oticon hearing aids to iPhones, 

S0ren Nielsen said, “As a starting point there can be a 

negative to that, but once you start to understand how it 

works it is very simple and intuitive to use.” He added, “You 

don’t always know where your smartphone is!” He was keen 

to emphasise a different point, “What is important to users? It 

is not speaking on the phone; it is understanding in different 

listening situations. We have to get our priorities right.”

Asked about the coming months for Oticon and the 

industry, S0ren Nielsen said, “You w ill 

f in d  a co n tin u a tio n  o f w hat we have 

done for the last 20 years, bringing out 

very solid audiology solutions that really 

focus on end-user needs and on the very 

best performance in noisy environments.

You see more and more of the modern 

connectivity but we will never sacrifice 

the core audiological performance that is 

number one for us.” Discussing trends for 

the industry, Nielsen said, “You see that 

very clearly here, the whole connectivity/ 

iPhone gives a certain hype. I th ink that 

will cool off again. When things are new, 

that is only natural.” Asked how we can increase market 

penetration of hearing aids, Nielsen was clear, “The best 

thing that can happen is having people that are happily 

fitted; having a high quality solution fitted by a qualified 

dispenser will make them tell their friends that it works.”

The smaller com panies were 

in a different part of the hall.

S0ren Nielsen, 

President of Oticon.
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Phonak launched Lyric3 at the show.

Lars Viksmoen, CEO of ReSound.

Phonak

AudiologyNOW! witnessed the launch of the new Lyric3 

from Phonak. Available in nine countries, the th ird 

generation of Lyric will roll out in the US first before making 

its way to the UK, Canada, Belgium, France, Germany, 

Switzerland, Brazil and Australia. As Lyric becomes 

incorporated in the overall Phonak product portfolio, 

rather than being treated as a separate product, the Swiss 

manufacturer will “start to evaluate” increasing the countries 

where Lyric is available. “Right now we have plenty of room 

to grow in the existing countries we are in,” explains Bryan 

Holmes, Managing Director for Phonak Lyric.

This is the second enhancement Phonak has made to 

the Lyric product since purchasing InSound Medical 

and the  Lyric concep t. The latest im provem ents, 

“address some of the input we got from providers to 

improve the sound quality and audiological fit," said 

Holmes. Even before these changes, Lyric had some 

impressive custom er statistics. In a US survey, 86% 

of Lyric patients agreed that the Lyric sound quality is 

very natural, 93% say they hear more clearly with Lyric 

than with previous hearing instruments and 94% would 

specifically recommend Lyric to family and friends. 

Lyric3 has not changed in size -  it is only 12mm in length

-  but the ability to wear the product 24 hours a day, 

seven days a week for months at a time has been further 

improved with a new low-power processing chip that 

provides adaptive signal and compression processing, an 

expanded gain range and improved pre-calculation based 

on NAL. The programming wand has also been updated 

to allow independent binaural programming. “We’ve 

added additional technology to protect against moisture 

specifically”, Bryan Holmes said, “ In internal bench-testing 

we have seen improved durability, which will translate in 

the market to improved durability and life-span.” Maarten 

Barmentlo, Group Vice President Marketing for Phonak, 

said, “Lyric is now fully integrated into the Phonak portfolio 

and we have listened intently to our partners and end- 

users to take this great concept to the next level.”

Phonak also launched the Tinnitus Balance Portfolio, 

an in-depth training and counselling programme for 

audiologists to use to expand their business. As well

as the support tools for counselling, at the core of the 

portfolio are Phonak tinnitus-optimised hearing aids and 

the Tinnitus Balance App which allows patients to build 

their own personalised library of music and sounds.

Lyric and Tinnitus patients have one thing in common

-  they tend to be 10-15 years younger than the average 

hearing aid w earer w h ich  P honak see as a great 

opportunity for dispensing practices. “The lifetime value to 

these patients is much more interesting for our customers; 

this is a big business development opportunity for them. 

We have developed a whole package of materials that help 

boost clinical competencies,” Barmentlo said.

The th ird  launch from  Phonak was a m icrosite fo r 

teenagers -  www.bringsoundtolife.com. With youngsters 

as the target, the w ebsite has teen-specific  hooks 

such as music, sports and social life and of course 

information on hearing technology. Maarten Barmentlo 

explained, “Teenagers start to question everything that 

is the traditional authority, starting with their parents! 

And, whether we like it or not, also the hearing care 

professional. They more and more make up their own 

mind; their peers are much more important than what the 

factual truth is. So, we asked ourselves the question: What 

are the things that are important to them? We took these 

hooks to develop the site. We launch it in English for now 

but it will be rolled out overtime in different languages.”

ReSound

The biggest buzz at AudiologyNOW! was created by 

ReSound. The company has been leading up to this 

launch day for 12 months now; previewed one year 

ago at AudiologyNOW! in San Diego, then at EUHA, 

in Germany, and fina lly they started sh ipp ing LiNX 

products in late February 2014. For those that might 

not have heard, LiNX streams stereo sound from an 

iPhone, iPad or iPod touch w ithout the need fo r an 

additional pendant-like device. The ReSound Smart 

App customises the hearing instrument, allowing users 

to set volume, change treble/bass and use geo-tagging 

to assign and adjust the acoustics of frequently visited 

places. The app will also ‘Find my hearing aids’ if they 

are misplaced, Behind the MFi function, the hearing aid

Bryan Holmes and Maarten Barmentlo from Phonak. The much antic ipated ReSound LiNX.

R e S o u n d  L iN X .
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has the latest version of Surround Sound by ReSound, 

ReSound’s proprietary sound processing technology 

using 3rd generation 2.4 GHz wireless technology.

Lars Viksmoen, CEO of ReSound, was in a particularly 

buoyant mood about LiNX, “I think it will be special and 

I think the most important thing is that it is a very good 

hearing aid -  the best hearing aid that money can buy!” He 

continued, “As a hearing aid the sound quality is just fabulous 

and we get that comment from patients when they are trying 

it. There are obviously some benefits that go beyond the 

hearing aid itself, which are the connectivity and the app.” 

Asked if he thinks MFi can help with market penetration, 

Viksmoen said, “Our share In this business is around 15- 

16% on a global basis and by definition we shouldn’t be 

market developers, that’s what market leaders should be 

doing. If you are able to do your promotions in such a way 

and, relatively speaking, get much more than your current 

share then that’s okay. I think that will happen; as long as 

we are alone and we have the best product. I am very clear 

on this, If we are not able to open more doors; to get more 

customers, then it is not a success. We want to penetrate 

deeper and get a higher share with the existing customers.” 

The first three months of this year have seen unprecedented 

media coverage for a hearing aid after ReSound attended 

the C onsum er E lectron ics Show (CES) 2014. The 

attendance at CES 2014 and the early press coverage was 

all planned to create demand, even before product was 

ready to ship. “This is a relatively conservative business; it 

hasn’t seen a lot of enthusiasm around new products. This 

[LiNX] is something fundamentally new and it is something 

that appeals to the end user. We see we are getting more 

and more customers. We see that the willingness to actually 

buy the product is higher than we have seen in the past. 

When it comes to the pull, the demand from patients, it is 

clearly there. We are getting calls, we are getting emails. 

The dispensers are being called by people who they 

haven’t seen as customers before, who are asking ‘Do you 

have this hearing aid? I want this hearing aid.’”

Lars Vikmoens is optimistic for the year ahead, “I should 

be. We are coming from nowhere and we have been 

able to prove that we can turn around the company as 

we have over 3 - 4  years. We have established a good

■ AN INTERVIEW 
WITH NIELS GRANHOLM-LETH

In amongst the audiologists, walking the exhibits and meeting with manufacturers, were a 

group of people who also influence the industry. This year there were more than 30 investors

and analysts at AudiologyNOW! Niels Granholm-Leth, a 

Medical device analyst, spoke to Audio Infos about his role.

•  What does your job as Head of Research, Equities at 

SEB involve?

As an equity analyst, I advise institutional investors which 

stocks to buy and sell. It requires a deep understanding of 

the publicly listed companies that I cover and the sectors 

they work in. Equity analysts write reports about stocks, 

sectors, trends and produce forecasts on sales, earnings 

and cash-flow on individual companies as well as market 

share estimates and market growth prognosis.

•  How long have you been doing this?

I have worked as an equity analyst for nearly 19 years and 

before I was a financial journalist at a local newspaper. I have a Master Degree in Business 

Administration (M. Sc.) from Copenhagen Business School and a Medical Sales Rep 

Certificate. Most of the stocks that I cover are involved in the global medical device industry, 

an industry that I find highly fascinating because of its high-tech profile and earnings potential.

•  Why do you attend AudiologyNOW!?

I have attended the AAA convention for a number of years and have also attended the 

EUHA convention in Germany many times. I also go to the Medica Fair in Düsseldorf 

which is the world's largest convention for medical devices.

•  What exactly do you do at these meetings?

Before I go to a convention, I normally set-up a number of meetings with companies, users 

of their products and industry experts. During these many interviews, I establish a good 

understanding of the growth drivers behind the individual companies and the sectors they 

are active in. Importantly, I get feedback from users of new products and therefore get to 

understand the real benefits and disadvantages of new products which are sometimes 

different from what I am told by the manufacturers. The good thing about the AAA and 

EUHA conventions would be the opportunity to meet a number of purchasing managers.

•  What did you think of this year's event?

The 2014 AAA convention was among the more exciting ones in several years. The entire hearing 

instruments sector is moving towards a new era of smartphone compatibility as I analysed in a 

recent sector study. This could have huge implications going forward. Hearing aids will gradually 

be integrated with consumer electronic devices and in a few years, I expect the technologies of 

headsets and hearing aids to converge into new smart communication devices which are directly 

connectable to external applications. The distribution of hearing instruments is about to be divided 

into two separate tracks; one being the classical hearing dispenserthat does nothing else than 

the fitting of hearing aids and another new sales channel being multi-product distributors such 

as Boots, Specsavers, Costco, Walmart and many more will follow. The new sales channels are 

growing fast in some markets and offer a lower price to people with simple hearing impairments.

In fact, the newsales channels are likely to absorb most of the market growth in the future. At the 

AAA 2014 convention, several producers introduced 'Made for iPhone' (MR) products and 'Made 

for Android' (MFA) products will be available within two years. New product generations are likely 

to move the sound processing from the hearing aid to a person's private communication device 

(smartphone or watch) thereby increasing the computing power significantly. Remote fitting is 

going to become an opportunity and ITE products which connect to your personal communication 

device will emerge. Longer-term, the currently low user adoption of hearing instruments will 

increase but not in the sense that a higher proportion of hearing impaired buys a hearing aid but 

in the sense that more people will own a personal communication device where a hearing aid is 

naturally integrated. The coming 5-10 years will be decisive as to which producers will become 

the long-term winners of this industry and every hearing dispenser will have to think carefully 

about howto position themselves in the future market place.
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track record. We have a good feeling for this product.” 

He believes ReSound will be able to stay ahead of the 

competition, “The trick for us is to make sure that we 

stay ahead of innovation and not scale back. We are 

actually investing more dollars in R&D today to make 

sure we are actually staying in the position as technology 

leaders.” V iksm oen does not see re im bursem ent, 

price erosion or PSAPs as challenges, “We produce 

products that nobody wants to have. How we penetrate 

further is a good question. I think we need something 

fundamentally different from what we have had in the 

past. Who knows, maybe LiNX can help that process.”

Siemens

S iem ens launched  ProSuite, a new co n su lta tio n  

concept. Roland Heichel, Head of Product Marketing 

for Siemens, explained “We focus on tools that we offer 

to the hearing care professional to make their daily work 

with their customers easier. On the basis of already 

existing counselling and fitting tools we developed

professional to conveniently keep it in the office or 

take it to a patient’s home. Unity 3 works well with e.g. 

the M icrosoft Surface product which is popular with 

hearing care professionals in the US. Heichel stated, “ If 

you install Connexx on the Surface you have a very nice 

portable solution, including touch screen control. If you 

would like to go to residential homes it is easy to carry.” 

Finally, the ProSuite includes eARena, a 20 day online 

training session that helps the hearing aid wearers get 

used to their devices one day at a time.

Unitron

Two years ago, Unitron set a different strategy to address 

the barriers to hearing aid acceptance. The Canadian 

manufacturer wanted to create a wow when the hearing aid 

was put in the hand and a wow when the hearing aid was put 

on the ear. The sound quality is key to getting acceptance 

when a hearing aid is first worn and Unitron’s President, 

believes that they have achieved this with the features such 

as SpeechZone 2, “SpeechZone 2 can pinpoint speech

ProSuite from Siemens.

Roland Heichel, Head 

of Product Marketing, 

Siemens.

further new ones and bundled them to a comprehensive 

service package under the ProSuite umbrella.”

The range of hearing instruments has become more 

and more diverse over the years, in a variety of sizes 

and designs. The Siemens portfo lio  goes from tiny 

CICs to classic BTEs and they can also include tinnitus 

programmes, have wireless capability, are rechargeable 

and have up to six programmes. With the wealth of 

accessories that are also available, Siemens believe that 

ProSuite will now enable both hearing care professional 

and hearing impaired the best possible way to select the 

right hearing aid and fitting.

Counselling Suite 3.0 is a programme which can be used 

on Windows and Apple computers, as well as on iOS and 

Android-based tablets. “It is an interactive tool that helps the 

dispenser to explain where the hearing loss comes from, 

the hearing loss itself and the kind of hearing solutions that 

are available. All the counselling tasks are made easier 

during the whole process,” Roland Heichel said.

An essential part of the ProSuite is the new Unity 3 

diagnostic and fitting system. The portable, lightweight 

technology is USB powered, enabling the hearing care

within 360 degrees and respond intelligently to provide 

superior results for speech in noise. Speech has nowhere 

to hide!” Bruce Brown, Vice President Marketing, added, 

“One of the things that make this SpeechZone unique and 

an advancement on the previous version is that the hearing 

aids work binaurally as a system.”

Unitron were also looking for wow when the hearing aid 

was placed in the hand of the end-user for the first time. 

Two years of design work has resulted in the Unitron 

products winning two awards in two months. First came 

the Red Dot award, closely followed by the IF award which 

both look at the cosmetics of the product. “We put a lot 

of focus in our design, coming up with a contemporary, 

attractive design. These design awards underline all of 

this -  we are happy with them,” Metzdorff said.

New from  Unitron at Audio logyNO W ! was Pro, the 

premium technology level for the Moxi2 and Quantum2 

families, with products available globally from the end 

of April. The key feature of Pro is the new SpeechZone

2 as mentioned previously. It also has a four destination 

A u to m a tic  P rog ram m e, S m a rtF o cu s  2 and the  

opportunity to trial the product through the unique to

Siemens won Best in Show in the super-size category. The Unitron stand was split into two separate booths.
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S0ren Ernstsen, 

Vice President of Marketing 

for Widex.

Audiologists bu ilt teddy bears on the Unitron stand. UNI-DEX from Widex. Bruce Brown and Jan Metzdorff, Unitron.

Unitron Flex programme. “The Flex concept is now part 

of the whole Unitron DNA. It is not like a product offering 

for us anymore, it is a benefit, an advantage you get of 

working with Unitron,” Bruce Brown said. One year on, 

the Flex concept is still rolling out around the world. 

“Globally it is gaining momentum all the time. Flex:trial is 

being used in 25 markets, upgrade is more of a controlled 

roll-out, currently in 8 markets,” Metzdorff explained. “It is 

a nice differentiator; it gives us a unique profile. It is not for 

the short-term, the concept will develop and new things 

will be added to Flex.” Unitron are surprised they are still 

the only company offering the Flex system, although they 

know that another company is working on something. 

The year ahead will see Unitron strengthen their presence 

in the m arkets th rough  grow th and s tronger local 

organisations. When questioned about MFi from Unitron, 

Metzdorff said, “MFi is a very small segment. With our 

binaural streaming and the way you can use a phone with 

Unitron today, from a functionality point of view we offer a lot 

of what the companies are offering with their MFi products. 

We are obviously working on our own solutions, but I think 

we can say that they will not be limited to iPhones only.” 

Metzdorff believes that ReSound has done a fantastic job 

on the PR side, “Our industry gets attention and every time 

you mentioned MFi everyone listens. It is giving our whole 

industry a life, which is great.” However, “MFi is not the silver 

bullet; it is another brick in the wall” he added.

Widex

“We have a coup le  of new products; th is  tim e we 

mainly focus on accessories,” said Soren Ernstsen, Vice 

President of Marketing at Widex, about the focus of the 

Company at the 2014 AudlologyNOWI EASYWEAR is a 

new wire and receiver ear-tip solution that will be used for 

all Widex RIC/RITE solutions. “What has typically been 

the problem throughout the industry is that they are not 

cosmetically appealing, size and fit can be a problem, 

they can break easily and they need to be manipulated a 

lot,” said Ernstsen. “This family of EASYWEAR products 

addressed all of these issues.” They are quick and easy 

to fit, it bends close to the head for a more secure fit and 

no lateral migration, it is more robust and smaller so will fit 

more clients. “We really think this is quite significant. We 

have a strong feeling that this will help the sales of RIC/ 

RITE solutions for the entire portfolio of solutions and will 

also push more people overto that solution,” said Ernstsen. 

Widex also launched UNI-DEX. “UNI-DEX is our solution

to communicate and stream sound from the telephone to 

your ears. It’s a solution that works hands-free, works for all 

phones, for all hearing losses, for all form factors, for all price 

points. We have chosen to go down that route instead of 

choosing the 'Made for iPhone’ route. Not because that is not 

a good Idea, but because our customers are 70+. The most 

important thing for them is not apps or being able to change 

programmes; it is to talk, to be able to have a conversation 

on the phone, that’s it.” An in-built microphone allows users

to talk hands-free when using a mobile phone or Skype via 

a PC or tablet. A Room Off feature lets wearers temporarily 

turn off the hearing aid microphone and concentrate on the 

conversation. With a long battery life, streaming up to 40 hours 

per charge, UNI-DEX just plugs in and is ready to stream from 

the CLEAR, DREAM and SUPER family of hearing aids.

It has been an interesting 12 months fo r the Danish 

manufacturer, according to Ernstsen, the DREAM product 

introduction was the most successful they have ever made 

and a new CEO has been appointed. J0rgen Jensen, 

President and CEO, Is the first person from outside the 

family who has taken over. Soren Ernstsen said, “ It is 

recognition from the ownership that taking Widex to the 

next level requires some additional competencies and Mr 

Jensen definitely has the experience from other industries 

and gives us great confidence that we will succeed.” 

Whilst Ernstsen would not be drawn on whether Widex 

would come to market with a MFi, he did say, “Connectivity 

is a trend, but at the end of the day it is about the hearing 

aid. You should never forget the core here. I think we will 

all try to do everything we can to look for comfort, ease-of- 

use, convenience, without sacrificing the core sound.” I

solutions
S im ply tn g e n *w s

Widex DREAM has been the ir most successful launch to date.
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